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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a design of an asynchronous switch 

interfacing circuit between any numbers of different local 

clock synchronous domains. The asynchronous switch will 

generate a slower clock frequency from different local clock 

modules and moderate the high rated clock domain to slow 

down its clock frequency without stopping or pausing any 

clock of them during the data communication phase. The 

proposed design is implemented using the CMOS 45nm 

technology of STMicroelectronics and simulated using timed 

VHDL model (Xilinx ISE Design Suite 12.1). The delay time 

is required to change the clock frequency is mathematically 

modeled. It is shown that the switching delay time depends on 

the number of multipoint communicating domains. The 

proposed system is designed to use a small number of circuit 

elements that results in conspicuous improvements in terms of 

power consumption, throughput, and circuit area.  

General Terms 
Clock Frequency- Switching Delay, Power Consumption, 

throughput 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern system on chip (SOC) designs faces an increasing 

integration densities and large chip designs. Consequently, 

large chip designs are commonly partitioned into several 

clock domains. Each distinct synchronous clock domain often 

uses asynchronous method to connect between different 

domains. This type of systems is commonly known as GALS 

(globally asynchronous locally synchronous). Synchronous 

clock domains based on programmable ring oscillator can be 

used to change each domain frequency by applying different 

configurations of set/reset for the C-Muller gates, [1]. GALS 

design style combine the advantage of both synchronous and 

asynchronous operations, [2]. The main issue is designing 

reliable GALS interfaces to eliminate the metastability and 

single event transient logic domains in deep sub-micron 

technology. More recent GALS solutions have some focus on 

reducing EMI, facilitating system integration and providing 

side channel security. There are three basic techniques used to 

transfer data safely between different synchronous blocks to 

handle metastability in GALS system, namely, FIFO buffers, 

pausible-clock generators, and boundary synchronization.  

1.1 FIFO Solution 
This solution handles the synchronization problem using 

FIFO buffers. Designer can use this solution to interconnect 

synchronous and asynchronous modules and also to construct 

synchronous-synchronous and asynchronous-asynchronous. 

This method can achieve an acceptable data throughput [3], 

[4], and [5]. Because of data cells (empty/full detector) in 

FIFO architecture, the silicon area is costly. The advantage of 

FIFO is that they do not affect the locally synchronous 

domain’s operation. Many FIFO based designs have been 

published recently [6], [7] and [8]. 

1.2 GALS with Pausible Clocking 
The main idea of asynchronous wrapper is to generate a 

stretch signal to stop the activity of both clock (receiver and 

transmitter). This method is used to solve the problem of 

synchronization between the two clock domains [9], and [10]. 

This structure contains inputs and outputs between the locally 

synchronous modules. 

1.3 Boundary Synchronization 
Third solution is to attain very reliable data transfer between 

locally synchronous modules. This method does not affect the 

inner operation of the locally synchronous blocks during data 

synchronization at the borders of locally synchronous module 

[11], and [12]. 

Our GALS employs a self-timed communication scheme 

between coarse-grained circuit blocks and combine the 

following features: 

1) All major modules are designed in accordance to proven 

synchronous clocking discipline. 

2) Data exchange between modules strictly follows a full 

handshake protocol. 

3) Each module is allowed to run from its own local clock 

frequency (and supply voltage), making scaling far more 

convenient than with the standard synchronous approach, 

which in accordance contributes to power savings. 

The paper work is organized as follows. In section 1 an 

introduction about GALS on-chip networks is presented. A 

new GALS communication mechanism based on the use of 

the STRs with asynchronous handshake circuits is proposed in 

Section 2. Section 3 provides the background, definitions and 

principles of Self-Timed Rings (STR). Then the idea of 

synchronizing a point-to-point GALS system is generalized to 

a multipoint GALS interconnection are presented in section 4 

and 5. Experimental results of the design are reported in 

Section 6 and 7 Finally, Section 8 states the paper conclusions 

and future works. 

2. GALS SYSTEM INTERFACING 
In this section, a new method is presented for interfacing 

different clock frequencies in a GALS system. The proposed 

GALS system uses the asynchronous ring oscillator as the 

main generating source of local clock in each synchronous 

domain. This method is based on slowing down the clock 
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speed of the faster domain on one side through the handshake 

interfacing on the other side. The main advantage of this 

method is that it uses asynchronous circuit in securing data 

communication between different clocks and control the 

problem of metastability. The importance in this system is that 

it evades stopping data communication between different 

clock domains during their synchronization phase of data. 

 

Fig. 1. GALS System Based on Asynchronous Switch. 

In Fig. 1 a simplified block diagram of transferring data based 

on GALS system is shown. It uses ring oscillator and an 

asynchronous switch to safely synchronize the data transfer by 

asynchronous handshaking acknowledgement Ack and request 

Req signals. The com signal is activated in data exchange 

mode. In communication state, each synchronous module has 

Asynchronous switch to communicate between any number of 

clocks from other synchronous modules and its own clock to 

select the slower clock frequency from them. The detailed 

interconnection between the ring oscillator and the 

asynchronous switch are depicted in following section. 

3. SELF-TIMED RINGS 
The C-element is the elementary element in asynchronous 

circuit design, introduced by Muller. C-elements set their 

output to the input values if their inputs are equal and hold 

their output otherwise. Fig. 2 depicts a possible CMOS 

implementation.  

 

Fig. 2.  Muller C-element. 
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Each stage of the self-timed ring (STR) is composed of a C-

element and an inverter connected to the input B. The input 

which is connected to the previous stage is marked F 

(Forward) and the input which is connected to the following 

stage is marked R (Reverse), C denotes the output of the 

stage, as shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. A Self-Timed Ring with Set/Reset. 

The number of tokens and bubbles will be respectively 

denoted NT and NB. For keeping the ring oscillating, NT 

must be an even number; the reader can think about this as the 

duality of designing the inverter ring by odd number of stages. 

Each stage of the STR contains either a token or a bubble. NT 

+ NB = N, where N is the number of the ring stages. The 

oscillation frequency in STR depends on the initialization 

(number of tokens and bubbles). The oscillation frequency in 

a self-timed ring can be approached according to the number 

of token and bubbles by the following formula [13]: 
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where Dff the static forward propagation delay from input F 

to the output C and Drr the static reverse propagation delay 

from input R to the output C.The STR can be extended to be 

Programmable Self-Timed Ring) (PSTR), [1]. In this case, we 

can control not only STR initialization (i.e. Set/Reset 

configurations) but also the number of stages. This enables the 

generation of a widespread range of frequencies [1]. This 

modeling takes the Charlie effect into consideration to give 

identical steady state behavior and both are oscillating in 

evenly spaced mode. Moreover, Charlie effect has a correct 

behavior of the ring model. In this model a ring stage 

propagation delay is represented when taking into account the 

Charlie [14], and [15] and Drafting effects [16], [17], and 

[18]. The Charlie effect can be defined by the following 

phenomena "the closer the input event; the longer the 

propagation time" which appears in the input stage transistors. 

The Drafting can be defined by the following phenomena "the 

closer the successive transitions; the shorter the propagation 

time" which appears on the output stage capacitance. The 

analytical formulation of Charlie model is expressed by: 

                              
          

  

   
  
                                                       

With:                         
       

 
      and              

       

 
 

These parameters are noted as: 

s … the half separation time between inputs.     … the static 

forward propagation delay.     … the static reverse 

propagation delay.          … the amplitude of the Charlie 

effect. y … the time between the previous output 

commutation and the mean input time. A… the duration of the 

Drafting effect. B … the amplitude of the Drafting effect. 

4. CIRCUIT DESIGN OF A CDC 

ASYNCHRONOUS SWITCH 

4.1 Asynchronous Switch for Two 

Different Clock Domains 
The asynchronous switch is used to manage the connection of 

Ring-out-Req and Ring-out-Ack signals with the handshaking 

Req-ANOC and Ack-ANOC signals as shown in Fig. 4 and 5. 

If com signal equals 1 (i.e. data exchange), in this case the 

communicating clock domain will be connected together 

through the asynchronous switch. The output from this switch 

is the slower clock frequency from the two clock domains, 

[19], [20] and [21]. In order to guaranty the correctness of 

system behavior, we have to be sure that the last clock cycle 

of our communicating domain has already been completed 

before/after the start/stop of the data synchronization of the 

number of clock domains; this is to avoid any glitches or 

truncated clock periods so, the design contains two DFFs one 

of them works at negative clock and the other at positive 

clock, [22], [23] and [24]. The inputs of the OR gate are the 

outputs of two D-FFs, the output of it is sel signal (selection 

of MUX). If com signal changes its state from 0 to 1, the 

inputs of the OR gate are one according to clock edge and sel 

signal equals 1. Then, the MUX selects (ACK from Ring) the 

normal clock connected with (Ack_ANOC) ring oscillator 

through C2 and the output of C2 is Ring_Out_Ack which 

connected with ring oscillator. The output of C1 is holding the 

Ring_Out_Req with the time of operating C2. As a result, the 

backward feedback connections (output of C1 and C2) are 

again closing the ring after completing the last clock cycle of 

the synchronized clock and change the ring oscillator to a new 

clock. Conversely, if com signal changes its state from 1 to 0, 

the outputs of two D-FF are 0. Thus, the output of OR gate is 

0, which forces sel signal to be 0. So, the normal clock is 
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disconnected from the MUX input and cuts the connection 

between the two communicating domains. Therefore, the first 

clock frequency of ring oscillator is return back. 

 

Fig. 4. Asynchronous Switch Interconnections with the Ring Oscillator. 

 

Fig. 5. Internal Control Switch Circuit. 

5. DEVELOPMENT OF 

ASYNCHRONOUS SWITCH 
In this section, A previous method is developed for interfacing 

a point to-multi point communication between the different 

clock frequencies in a GALS system. Let's consider the Mux 

connected with C2 shown in the gray area of Fig. 5 as stagei 

for synchronizing two clock domains. This design can 

communicate with any number of clock domains by cascading 

set of such stages (MUXs and C-Muller's). For example, 

while connecting three input clocks domains (one of them is 

coming from an asynchronous ring and others from normal 

clocks). In this case, two cascaded stages of the circuit shown 

in Fig. 6 are used. One more example, when five clock 

domains are communicating, the design will contain four 

stages of such circuit shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Asynchronous Switch Stage (C-Muller and MUX 2×1). 
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The asynchronous switch is shown in Fig. 7. The inputs of the 

switch are number of handshaking signals of the ring 

oscillator (Req and Ack) and normal clocks frequency, the 

output of this switch are two handshaking signals to close the 

ring oscillator feedback to generate its corresponding clock 

frequency and the other output is a new clock signal. The new 

clock is generated only when com signal equals 1 (i.e. we 

have data exchange). 

 

Fig. 7. Clock Domain Crossing (CDC) Asynchronous Switch Interfacing in a 

GALS System. 

As C-Muller elements are used as a state holding element, it 

will start to generate any output only when both inputs are 

equal to 1. When the last clock cycle of our communicating 

domains is completed, the data synchronization will only start. 

The inputs of first stage will be clock2 and ACK from 

asynchronous ring clock1. Given that, the clock signals of the 

other side communicating module is connected to the GALS 

network through clock2, clock3, clock4 etc. So that, if com 

signal changes from 0 to1, the multiplexer sel signal will not 

be allowed to change 1 except with the complete the clock 

cycle of our communicating domain by DFFs. The output of 

first stage will be synchronized between two clocks (one of 

asynchronous ring and the other of GALS network) and sure 

the output follow the slower clock frequency of the two clocks 

with small time delay corresponding to the Charlie effect on 

C-Muller and this output is the input of the second stage with 

the clock3 to generate the slower clock frequency of them and 

so on until, the new clock is generated from all GALS 

network and asynchronous ring will be operating with the new 

clock. Conversely, if com signal changes its state from 1 to 0, 

the connection between GALS network and asynchronous 

ring is disconnected and the first clock frequency of 

asynchronous ring clock1 is return back as sowing in 

following figures. 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The asynchronous switch shown in Fig. 7 is implemented on 

CMOS 45nm technology. Post layout simulation using timed 

VHDL model has been used to extract the delay information. 

Fig. 8, is an example where the asynchronous switch is 

requested to change its state from no communication to data 

transfer with another synchronous module, then it changed its 

state to no communication again. 

 

Fig. 8. Timing Diagram of the output of different three clock frequencies 
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At point A, com signal changes its state from 0 to 1. As a 

result, the output of two DFF and sel signal are changed to 1 

with the next negative edge of clock. The MUX in first stage 

will be selected clock2 and synchronized with clock1 by C-

muller of stage and the output is the slowest clock frequency 

from inputs. The output of first stage is the input of second 

stage with clock3. Therefore, the new clock of the output of 

asynchronous switch will be slower clock in them as depicted 

in Fig. 8 and the clock1 which come from Asyn. Ring will be 

changed to a new clock as showing in Fig. 8. At point B, com 

changes it stage from 1 to 0. In this case, the new clock will 

be disconnected and the clock1 is return back as before as 

showing in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. Timing Diagram of the output of different four clock frequencies. 

More examples on this design are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The 

four clock domains are inputs to the asynchronous switch as 

showing in Fig. 9. At point A, the first value of clock1 is 

2.322 ns generated from asynchronous ring and clock2 is 40 

ns, clock3 is 80 ns, and clock4 is 160 ns. When the com signal 

is changed to 1, the new clock is generated with the slowest 

clock of them, which is 160 ns. The clock1 is changed to the 

new clock (160 ns). The delay needed to generate the new 

clock is computed in the next section. At point B, the com 

signal is changed to 0 and the clock1 back to the first value, 

and the new clock will be disconnected as showing in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10, as another example of four different clock domains 

test case with same scenario. 

Fig. 10.  Timing Diagram of the output of different five clock frequencies. 

7. DELAY ESTIMATION 
The total delay of circuit design in Fig. 7 with asynchronous 

ring is estimated from Eq. (3). It's extracted from the 

simulation results as shown in Fig 8, 9, 10 and tables 1, 2, 3. 

The delay of asynchronous switch depends on the number of 

stages used and can be expressed in the equation by: 

                                                                             

Where: T (ns) … The total delay of asynchronous switch, N  

Number of stages used. T(ns) is estimated during steady state 

and the worst-case probability. The output delay times for 

different test cases are shown in table 1, 2 and 3. The 

following tables shows the delay time necessary to 

synchronize CDC between different clock periods. Tables 

indicate the largest and the least delay time supported on the 

switch control stage as well. For example, intable 1, the delay 
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time to synchronize between three different clocks, clock1 is 

3.27 ns output from the asynchronous ring, clock2 is 35 ns, 

and clock3 is 5 ns. In this example, needing the two stages 

only. The new clock output is the slowest clock from them 

(i.e. 35 ns), the largest delay time in this case is 0.595 ns 

according the simulation result from Xilinx ISE 12.1, and 

according to Eq. (3) equals (0.4+0.195(2-1)) = 0.595 ns. 

Therefore, the two results from behavioral simulation result 

and mathematical model of Eq. (3) is the same without any 

error. In table 2, the largest delay time when the clock2 is the 

slowest clock is (0.4+0.195(3-1)) = 0.79 ns according to Eq. 

(3) and the simulation result is the same value. Delay time 

between five different clocks as showing in table 3 when 

clock2 is the slowest according to Eq. (3) is (0.4+0.195(4-1) = 

0.985 ns and the output from simulation is the same result and 

so on.However, when clock3 period exists in the second stage 

and it is the slowest period, the delay estimation in this case is 

(0.4 +0.01) = 0.41 which is less than before ns when 

synchronized between three clocks only as shown in table 1, 

but when synchronized between four clocks, the delay is 

(0.4+0.195+0.01) =0.605 ns as shown in table 2, and when 

synchronized with five clocks, the delay is (0.4+(2*0.195) 

+0.01) =0.8 as showing in table 3. This is due to the fact that 

clock rates are checked in a sequential manner. Once the first 

stage doesn't contain any of the slowest clocks, it acts like a 

buffer during consequent checks on the steady state behavior. 

This corresponds to the delay of the C-Muller which is 0.01 

ns. While the remaining stages keeps check wither the 

generated clock is higher than the current input domain clock 

or not. In general Eq. (3) can be modified to be as follows:  

                                                                                                                                   
Where Stage i. is the stage order that receives the slowest 

clock rate on one of its control switch inputs. 

Table 1:  The Delay Output from Three Different CDC Domains 

Clock1 

(Async. Ring) 

Clock2 

Period (ns) 

Clock3 

Period 

(ns) 

New 

Clock 

(ns) 

Delay 

(ns) 

3.27 35 5 35 0.595 

2.322 4 50 50 0.41 

Table 2:  The Delay Output from Four Different CDC Domains 

Clock1 

(Async. Ring) 

Clock2 

Period 

(ns) 

Clock3 

Period 

(ns) 

Clock4 

Period 

(ns) 

New 

Clock 

(ns) 

Delay 

(ns) 

2.322 60 20 5 60 0.79 

2.322 60 160 80 160 0.605 

2.27 60 20 80 80 0.41 

Table 3:  The Delay Output from Five Different CDC Domains 

Clock1 

(Async. 

Ring) 

Clock2 

Period 

(ns) 

Clock3 

Period 

(ns) 

Clock4 

Period 

(ns) 

Clock5 

Period 

(ns) 

New 

Clock 

(ns) 

Delay 

(ns) 

3.322 120 60 20 10 120 0.985 

3.27 60 120 20 10 100 0.8 

3.322 20 60 120 10 120 0.605 

3.27 20 60 10 120 120 0.41 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a new interface design is proposed to be used as 

a clock domain crossing in NoC-GALS systems that employ 

many clock domains. The proposed design is especially useful 

in the growing SoC design field where components of varying 

characteristics are being integrated on a single chip. The 

proposed design allows the data to cross clock domain 

boundaries safely. The design mitigates the communicating 

modules of the communication overhead and allows them to 

continue their normal operation while the interface takes care 

of the transmission. Unlike previously proposed CDC 

interfaces, the new interface does not necessitate the 

communicating modules to stop their operation  

 
during data transfers or to have a certain frequency ratio 

range. The switching delay while CDC interfacing a 

multipoint to point is mathematically formulated. The 

proposed design is implemented on CMOS 45ns technology 

and simulated using timed VHDL model (Xilinx ISE Design 

Suite 12.1). The area of this circuit is non- comparable to a 

GALS domain architecture due to the use of small number of 

elements (C-element, MUX, D-FF, OR, and buffer). So that, 

the asynchronous switch has low power consumption of 

GALS network and high throughput advantage of GALS 

network. Simulation results shows a maximum switching 

delay less than 1 ns when Self-Timed Asynchronous switch is 

synchronized between five clocks or less.  
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